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Many reading assignments, such as textbook chapters, contain a hierarchy of 
main ideas and sub-main ideas. For example, a chapter title is the chapter’s 
overall main idea. Chapter sections, usually marked by bold-faced section 
headings, are the sub-main ideas. Finally, each paragraph within a section has 
a main idea. 
 
Before reading a chapter, have your child note the main idea and sub-main 
ideas by writing down the chapter title and bold-faced section headings from 
the chapter. This breaks the reading assignment into manageable units. Your 
child can then read each paragraph within a section and note its main idea. 
“Micro-uniting” a longer reading assignment in this way creates smaller, more 
manageable units and helps with comprehension. 
 
Also, knowing the main ideas before a lesson or lengthy reading assignment 
gives students a “hook” to hang the details. It enables them to anticipate 
what they will be hearing or reading. You can ask your child’s teacher for a 
list of the main ideas he or she will be covering in advance, or you can 
sometimes pull them out of the textbook using the headings. 
 
One way for your child to practice identifying main ideas is to create titles for 
articles in the newspaper. Most papers have sections with one-paragraph 
stories. Often, they are abbreviated international or national news items. Clip 
out the story without its title and have your child read it. Then have your 
child pretend he is the news reporter who must write title that conveys the 
main idea. This is a good way for your child to learn current events while 
practicing an important study skill. 
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